
 
 
The Contract regards rental of a sales place at Rebuy Store 
 
The contract concerns the tenant who is renting a booth, referred to as ’client’ below, 
and Rebuy Store.  
 
Booking / Selling 
The first rent is paid in advance in connection to the booking. The contract extends 
automatically, and the client always has priority to the sales place until the contract is 
terminated. The rental includes a sales place, namely a booth, staff service and 
marketing. The minimum rental time is one week (seven days).  
 
Items being sold at Rebuy must be in good condition and clean. If the item has minor 
damages it shall be stated clearly on the tag that it is for example a “damaged item”. 
Severely damages items are not allowed. Items being sold at Rebuy shall also be fully 
legal. Rebuy has the right to remove items that are not approved/allowed. All items 
being sold are the client’s responsibility.  
 
Unapproved items are: Pornographic material, drugs, used or old make up, used or old 
underwear, weapons, ammunition, pyrotechnical items, pirated products, stolen goods, 
and food items.  
 
If the client is guilty of sales tax fraud or similar, a notice of assessment shall be shown. 
The client is fully responsible for their own incomes.  
 
The client is responsible for pricing and placement of their products and to keep the 
sales place tidy. No items are to be placed outside the rented booth or be hung from the 
ledge without permission from the staff.   
 
Termination / Checkout 
Termination of the contract shall be notices minimum two days prior to checkout. The 
contract extends automatically for one week (seven days) at a time until notice to 
terminate the contract has been given. The client is obligated to empty the sales place 
before the checkout. At checkout the sales place shall also be cleaned. If the sales 
place is left unclean Rebuy has the right to charge a fee according to used price list.  
It is possible to leave items which have not been sold at assigned place, these then 
accrue to the store.  
 
At checkout the tags shall remain on the items. The client is responsible for not bringing 
home any other items than their own at checkout. Spot checks of items can occur. 
At checkout the sales balance (with deduction of rent and/or other fees) is disbursed. 
Pay-out is primarily given via Swedbank’s SUS-service.   
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
Price Tags 
The client is responsible for price tagging the items that are up for sale. The tags are not 
allowed to be altered or changed. If the client wishes to change the price of an item a 
new tag shall be put on the item by the client. Items with inaccurate or missing tags are 
stored for two weeks, and thereafter accrue to the store. 
 
Service  
The store provides free lending of hangers. If the client has valuable or expensive items 
alarm pins are available for renting. Bigger items such as furniture, bicycles, etc., are 
sold by payment of a commission fee. Please contact the staff before bringing bigger 
items to the store since there might be a lack of space. Smaller articles of higher value 
can be placed in locked showcases and are sold by payment of a commission fee.  
The commission fee is usually 20 percent of the items’ price, see used price list.  
 
Responsibility 
Rebuy do not hold responsibility for destroyed or vanished items (camera surveillance is 
used). Rebuy do not replace fire damaged or water damaged items. Suspected theft is 
reported to the Police and the matter is then regarded as shoplifting.  
 
I have read and understood the rules above. 
 
I approve that the personal data I have registered is saved according to GDPR (General 
Data Protection Regulation). 
 
 
 

 

______________________________________________________________________________         _____________________________ 

Name / Signature         Date  

 

 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

 Clarification of Signature      
                                                                                                                                                                        
 
2018.08.05  


